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I. Introduction

The extensive and rapid increase of two-year colleges calls for

evidence of the particular educational situations whicY, they provide, for

clarification of their distinctive, varied, and multiple natures.

Educational growth, like all behavioral change, results from an

interaction be:teem the individual and the environment, the student and the

institution. Evaluation of this growth requires empirical measurement, not

only of output in terms of the changes which appear to occur trough educa-

tion, but also of input, the characteristics of the students and of the in-

stitutions which are the determinants of these changes.

For many years, students have been extensively studied through

the traditional means of intelligence, 1ptitude, interest, personality, and

attitude tests. EnumerLtions of such factors as facilities, faculty, programs,

enrollment; and endowment have been accepted, in general, as providing dif-

ferential descriptions of colleges. Only relatively recently and to a limited

extent have scales, such as the College Characteristics Index
1
and the College'

and University Environment Scales2 been available for quantitative investiga-

tion of "the educationally and psychologically functional environment" (Face,

1963; p. 3), the environmental factor as it is perceived.

Newcomb's now classic research at Bennington (1943) and the large-

scale Vassar study directed by Nevitt Sanford (Freedman, 1956) have clearly

demonStrated the existence and influence of distinctive campus atmospheres

College Characteristics Index, distributed by Psychological Research Center,
*muse al:varsity, Syracuse, New York.

2 Colle e and Universit Environment Scales by C. Robert Pace, published and
bu Educational Testing rvice, Princeton, New Jersey.
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and cultures, defined and mlintained to a large degree by the stuaents them-

selves. Bushnell concluded that the influence of the peer-group as suffi-

ciently strong to immunize the motivations for accepting faculty-sponsored

and administration-sponsored changes (1962, p. 542) . David Boroff in Campus

U.S.A. has described the i stitutional pe_e!onalities" of ten representative

colleges, which he finds, however, might be divided into two kinds: "those

which we might call adolescent reser7at-_,ons, fenced off from serious adult

concern, and those which represent a transition to adulthood" (1961, p. 191)

On the basis of his studies with the Environmental Assessment Technique (EAT)

(Astin and Holland, 1961), which assesses the environment in terms of eight

characteristics of the student body, Astin has suggested that college environ-

ments may be viewed as potential stimuli, as "observable characteristics of

the college that are capable of changing the sensory input to the student

attending the college" (1965). Acknowledgement of the importance'of the en-

vironment provided by the college has led to the "transactional approach;"

Oescribed by Morris Stein in Personalityfeasuresin Admissions (1963), based

upon "the assumption that success in college . . is a function of the

transactions between the individual and his environment" (1963, p. 50) .

Extensive studies with the College Characteristics Index have been summarized

by Pace in the following way: (1) "Some things are true of all colleges."

(2) "Beyond these few common characteristics, colleges differ greatly from

one another." (3) "The differences between college environments . . . fall

into several fairly clear patterns." (4) "Distinctive patterns of college

environments have predictable and demonstrable consequences." (5) ".

about 30 per cent of the distinctive environment is accounted for by the

students it-1th° college) admits" (1$62, p. 47 ff.) .
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In the College and University Environment Scales (CUES) , Pace has

attempted to provide "a direct analysis of environmental differences between

institutions" (1963, p. 8), through items measuring five dimensions: practi-

cality, community, awareness, propriety, and scholarship. Scores are for the

college rather than the individual.

Norma for the scales wore based upon administration in forty-eight

four-year colleges and universities, chosen "to reflect much of the broad

spectrum of American higher education" (1963, p. 11). On the basis of early

uses of the scales, Pace concluded that "one can tentatively group colleges

and universities into six patterns" (1963, p. 71). However, he adds:

Certainly one generalization which clearly emerges
from these studies of college environments is that it is

risky to generalize. Many institutions of the same pre-

sumed type are, in fact, quite different from one another.

. . . It is partly for this reason that CUES are poten-
tially useful both for the institutions and for the pro-

spective student. If colleges and universities are
different from one another, with many being unique in
significant ways, knowledge of the perceived atmosphere

of a campus could lead to planned modification or planned
preservation, whichever is wished by the faculty and ad-
ministration, and to hopefully wiser choices on the part
of the selective students who are as eager to know more
about the college as the college is insistent on knowing
a lot about them (1963, p. 76).

A number of studies reported by Pace gave very little evidence of

subgroup differences within an institution. The one exception was that fresh-

man and senior scores appeared to be less representative of the institution

as a whole than did the reports of sophomores ant juniors who ere in general

agreement (1963, p. 58).

The preliminary studies with CUES did not include junior colleges

and a survey of the literature before 1964 did not reveal any reports of

junior-college investigations. There was, however, indication that CUES
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were 'using given in quite a few Junior Colleges in California, plus

several iu other parts of tht. country.
"1

Richards, Rand, and Rand have noted that in studies of college

environments previous to 1965 "the nearly 600 accredited junior colleges

in the United States have been ignored" (1965y p. 2). They observe that

such omiscion is particularly unfortunate since it is estimated by some

"that by 1970, some junior college will be the first college attended by

75 [per cent] of entering college freshmen" (1965, p. 3). Comparing their

findings for junior .culleges with Astinls study of four-year colleges (1962),

they interpret the results to mean "that junior colleges are different from

four-year colleges, and that it would not be appropriate to apply a classi-

fication scheme developed for one type of college to the other type" (Richardst

Rand, and Rand, 1965, p. 22).

Since) in addition, do -year colleges are widely diversified in

nature and potentialities for generalizations concerning them are limited,

there is need for extensive evidence to clarify their distinctive character-

istics. Therefore, it is the purpose of this study to provide an assessment

of the intellectual-social-cultural environment which is characteristic of a

uni.or college women.

11. Objectives

A. To determine the perceived characteristics of a residential two -year

college for women in terms of the five dimensions measured by College and

University Environment Scales (CUES) : practicality, commnity, awareness,

propriety) and scholarship.

1C. Robert Pace, letter dated Dec. 11, 1963.
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B. To cope the perception of characteristics by students, by alumnae,

and by faculty and administration.

C. To find what changes mt7 c:cur in student perceptions during residence

in college.

D. To compare the perceptions of various student subgroups: freshmen,

seniors, students differing in high school preparation, and students enrolled'

in the several curricula.

E. To discover implications concerning admission policy, curriculum

planning, or desirable e%ange in other aspects of the college.

F. To evaluate the usefulness cf the dealing in the study of two -year

colleges.

III. Procedures

A. Description of the scales

In the Preliminary Technical Manual, Pace has described in detail

the empirical development of the scales and the sample of institutions included

in the original analysis (1963, p. 8-35) . CUES differ both theoretically and

factually from the College Characteristics Index (CCI) in describing institu-

tional differences through analysis of the environmeLtal situation without

reference to personality factors. Thirty items in each scale, included for

educational content rather than for psychological content, provide measures

of five dimensions descriptive of the institution: practicality, community,

awareness, propriety, and scholarship.

These dimensions are described as follows:

Scale 1. Practicality suggests a practical* organizational emphasis, character-

izei by order and supervision. Personal status is important and is achieved

through doing what is expected, knowing the tight people and belonging to the

right groups. School spirit and student loaderthip are evident on campus.
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Scale 2. Community describes a campus which is friendly, supportive, and

sympathetic. There is group loyalty to the college as a whole.

Scale 3. Awareness is found in a college which stresses the search for

meaning, personal, poetic, and political. There is extensive opportunity

and encouragement for creativeness, appreciation, expressiveness and concern.

Scale 4. Propriety is true of a conventional, polite, and considerate

atmosphere where there is little rebellion or/Ask-taking.

Scale S. Scholarship is the emphasis of a highly academic environment in

which intellectual interest, concern for ideas, and disciplined pursuit of

knowledge prevail.

B. Method of scoring

The principal approach used in this study is the "66 plus" method

of scoring in which those items answered in the keyed direction by 66 per cent

or more of each group are counted as being characteristic of the group. Scores

on each scale can range from 0 to 30.

The "66 plus and 33 minus" method is also used for some analyses

to provide additional information by identifying those items on which there is

consensus opposed to the keyed direction.

C. Student population

The students of Colby Junior College are young women between the

approximate ages of eighteen and twenty. About two-thir& of them are en-

rolled in a two-year liberal arts program and nearly seventy per cent of

these continue their formal education through transfer. Other two-year

programs are in general, medical, and technical secretarial studies. Students

in these have been combined for purposes of this study into a "secretar:1"

group.
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In addition, the college offers three -y8ar programs in medical

technology and medical record administration. The combined group of

students in these programs will be called nisedical.w

Throughout this report, 4freshmens will refer to first-Tear students

and 'seniors* to second -year students in all curricula.

D. Modulo of administration

The scales were administered to:

1. All entering students at the beginning of the orientation program, prior

to the first formpl classes, in September 19630

2. The entire student body in February 1964 and February 1965, and to upper-

classmen in February 1966.

3. All members of the faculty and pre //sabers of the administration (Presi-

dent, Dean of the College, Dean of Students, Ditector of Admissions, and

Registrar) during January-February 1964.

4. Three sample alumnae groups of one hundred each from the classes of 19149,

19514, and 1959 by mail. These samples were selected randomly from the active

mailing list of the Alumnae Association.

E. he.._vhnisotuk
1. In measuring differences in scores of subgroups, three categories of re-

sponses are Used. Items are classified as (a) highly characteristic of the

college in the keyed direction (66/), (b) highly characteristic in the reverse

of the keyed direction (33-), or (c) characterized by considerable division

of opinion (34 through 65). The chi-square test is used to determine the

significance of the differences, and the .05 level is accepted as the cri-

terion of significance.

2. In the analysis of differences among subgroups on specific items, the

standard error of difference between percentages ii used. A standard error

which reaches or exceeds a critical ratio of 1.96 (.05 level) is accepted as

significant.



IV. Results

The results which follow presentt

1. A general description of the profile of the college, based upon ad-

ministration of the scales to the entire student body in 1964 and 1965, with

a comparison of the profile to the tentative norms for the scales published

by Pace (1963).

2. Subgroup studies which include student-faculty-alumnae comparisons,

longitudinal surveys of the classes of 1965 and 1966, freshman-senior

differences for two years, a comparison of students from private schools

with those entering collegT from public high school, and description of

curricular groups.

A. General description

Table 1, presenting the results for all students in 1964 and 1965,

introduces the basic pattern which characterizes this study. Scale 2. Com-

munity and Scale 4. Propriety are agreed to be most characteristic of the

college.

Scale 1.

Scale 2.

Scale 3.

Scale 4.

Scale 5.

Table 1

Results for All Students in 1964 and 1965

Percentile

66/ Scores equivalent*

164 '65 ,164 165

Practicility 9 9 37 37 4 4

Community 18 18 87 87 1 1

Awareness 10 8 38 28 3 5

Propriety 12 14 64 77 2 2

Scholarship 5 9 22 40 5 3

Rank

16 '65

*Pace's norms
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The general paUera remains the same for both groups though there is

variation in the scores of three scales and the rank of two. However,

the largest difference in scores, .which occurs on the Scholarship scale,

is not large enough to be significant at the .05 level. More remarkable

I; the perfect agreement of these two groups concerning Practicality and

Oommunity.

Fig. 1 indicates the profiles when these results are compared with

the responses of the norm group of colleges and universities (Pace, 1963,

p. 42) .

Figure 1

Profiles for All-student Responses in 1964 and 1965
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Fig. 2 charts the 66)4 scores for both groups.

Figure 2

66 Scores for All Students in 1964 and 1965
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Fig. 3 shows the results for 1964 and 1965 when both the positive

and the negative responses are included in the scores. With this method

of scoring there is perfect agreement in the ranking of all scales.

Negative perceptions are most characteristic of Practicality and Scholar-

ship and least characteristic of Community.

Figure 3

4.6121_122113. Scores for All Students in 1964 and 1965
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Although scale scores may remain thic same from year to year, the

specific items answered in the keyed direction, with no agreement, or

opposite the keyed direction may vary. Therefore, an analysis is made of

items answered in the same direction in both years. The number of these

items on each scale and the categories in mhich they occur are shown in

Table 2,

Table 2

Items in Same Category...in 1964 and 1965

Scale tieyed Direction No Agreement Opposite Direction Total

1 7 11 6 24

2 18 10 2 30

3 7 12 2 21

4 11 12 3 26

5 5 12 5 22

On those scales where students rank the environment highest there is the

greatest tendency to answer specific items in the same way in both years

and on the Community scale there is perfect agreement.

A matching of items with the distribution of institutional re-

sponses presented by Pace (1963, p. 43-47) shows scores for only three items

exceeding the mean, by more than two sigma, one in the positive direction on

Propriety and one each in the negative direction on Awareness and Scholar-

ship. In general, item scores fall well within the range for four -year

colleges.

Pace concluded from analysis of scores in his preliminary study

that colleges and universities can be tentatively grouped into six patterns.

This junior-college profile most closely resembles his fourth group, npri-



aarily of small strongly denominational colleges characterized by high

scores on the practicality, community, and propriety scales and by lag

scores on awai-caws " (1963, p. 71) . However, it does not exactly corre-

spond to any of his six patterns.

B. Subgroup comparisons

1. Student - faculty andpaninintration - alumnae

Returns from approximately two-thirds of each sample of alumnae

randomly selected from three classes, 1949, 1954, and 1959, show almost com-

plete unanimity in recall of characteristics of the college (Fig. 4 and Table 3).
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Profiles for Alumnae Responses
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Table 3

Ranking of Scales by All=n2:e

1949 19-54 1959

Scale 1. Practicality It 14 5

Scale 2. Comunity 1 1 1

Scale 1. Awareness 5 5 4

Scale 4. Propriety' 2 2 2

Scale 5. Scholarship 3 3 3

It is interesting to note that the alumnae view of ths college

becomes established within five years of graduation and remains essentially

the same in spite of change or growth in the college over a 1.9riod of fifteen

years. Regardless of class, alumnae agree in placing 119 (79 per cent) of the

150 scale Its in the same category.

Since there is no difference on any scale large enough to be signi-

ficant, results for the three classes have been combined into a single distri-

bution for comparison with students and faculty.

Also, for these comparative prarposes, student scores in Februazy

1964 aro used since they permit a faculty-student comparison at the sere point

in time. This appears justified since there is no oignifieant difference

between student scores in 1964 and 1965 (p. 5) , and the February 1964 amini-

Jtration is least apt to be contaminated by repetition of the scales.

Table 4 and Figs. 5, 6, and 7 bring together the results for students,

alumnae, and faculty and administrAtkon.



Figun 5

Prangs for Students Alnmnae and Face and Administration
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Figure 6

Scores for Students Alma, and ?mat and Administration
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The generally higher scores for alumnae imply the "halo effect"

of recall. However, alumnae, students, and faculty and administration

identify Community and Prcpriety as most characteristic of the college and

are agreed on their rankings of these scales. Discrepancies in relative

position are in the varying views among the groups of emphasis upon Practi-

cality, Awareness, and Scholarship. Differences in rankin are not large

which suggests that the memory of alumnae follows about the same pattern

as perceptions of current students and faculty.

When the group scores are compared on the basis of the three

categories of responses (keyed direction, no agreement, and opposite keyed

direction), 4.11e on 17 differences to reach or exceed the chi-square of 5.991

required for the .05 level are between students and alumnae on Propriety and

Scholarship Scales. These two chi-squares are as follows:

Students and alumnae Scale 4 . 7.942
Students and al iwe Scale 5 - 8.854

The next two largest differences are again between students and alumnae on

the Community and Practicality scales. In both instances the chi-squares

(5.558 and 4.432) exceed the .10 level but do not reach the .05 level. In

general, faculty scores fall between student and alumnae scores with a

tendency for faculty and students to recemble each other more than do alumnae

and students.

Agreement among the groups on individual items is highest on the

Community scale on which 17 of the items are answered in the same category;

On Propriety, there is agreement on 13; on Awareness, 12; on Practicality, 9;

and on Scholarship, 8.
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Table 5 shows the number of items on which alumnae and faculty

and administration scores exceed the published mean by more than two sigma.

It will be recalled that ctudent scores fell outside this range for only

three items (p. 12).

Table 5

Deviations from utillgltgLblaSmadarthimix251gma.
for Alumnae and Faculty and Adrdmistration

Plus Deviations Minus Deviations

Alumnae Faculty Alumnae Faculty

Scale 1. Practicality 1 0 1 0

Scale 2. Community 6 4 0 0

Scale.3. Awareness 5) o 3 4

Scale 4. Propriety 12 3 0 0

Scale 5. Scholarship 3 2 0 0.

Does the extent of unanimity among alumnae suggest the development

of a stereotyped image of the college?

wl



2. Changes during resijencei)2fL.Ieeic

CUES were addnistmd three times to the class of 1965s in

September 1963 when students were asked to respond to the scales on the

basis of their expectations , in February 1964 (freshman year), and in

February 1965 (senir year). Resulti are presented in Figs. 8 and 9 and

Table 6.
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and 33m Scores for the Class of 19.6g
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At entrance (Sept. 1963)

As freshmsn (Feb. 19610
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Scale 1.

Scale 2.
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Scale it.
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Table 6

Ranking of Scales by Class of 1965

Practicality

Community

Awareness

Propriety

Scholarship

At
Entrance

5

1

2

3.5

3.5

As
Freshmen

3.5 3

1 1

3.5 4

2 2

5 5

As
Seniors

Community is ranked first at all three times. Awareness ranks

second in expectations but, in the second szkinistration. Propriety; achieves

the second position which it maintains while Awareness gradually declines to

fourth rank in the senior year. .
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Scores for entering students are higher on all scales than for any

grcup at any other time. They indicate unrealistic expectations in all areas

except Practicality. Ca all scales except Practicality, the differences are

significant beyond the .65 level. 4Dr the end of the first semester, scores

change most markedly in Awareness and Scholarship. From freshman to senior

years there is still further decline in the Awareness and Scholarship scores

though scores in the other areas remain essentially unchanged. Inclusion of

answered in the negative direction makes particularly evident the

changing perception of Scholarship emphasis even though the difference in

score does not reach the .05 level.

Figs. 10 and 11 and Table 7 present changes from freshman to senior

year for the class of 1966. The pattern and trend are similar to those

characteristic of the preceding class. Communitir and Propriety oontinum to

rank first and second. Practicality is ranked higher and 8oholarshili lower

in the aenior year.
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Figure 11

6...Y and 33- Scores for the Ma, ji3 of 1966
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Table 7 .

EMEE of Scab Clase of ;2§§.

As

Freshmen Seniors

Scale 1. Practicality 5 3.5

Scale 2. Community 1 1

Scale 3. Awareness 3.5

Scale 4. Propriety 2 2

Scale 5. Scholarship 3 5

To determine whether changes in response tau freshman to senior

year occur on the same its in both classes, two analyses are madet

(a) changes in the scoring categories of items (keyed direction, no agreement,
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and opposite keyed direction), and (b) significance of differences in perm

centage responding to specific items in the keyed direction. The first

analysis shows 26 items changing category from freshman to senior year in

the class of 1965 and 21 in the class of 1966, but only 8 change in the

same direction in both years. Of these, 2 are scored higher in the senior

year and 6 lower. Five of the its falling in a lower cagory are on

the Scholarship scale.

lathe second analysis, the difference in percentage responding

to specific items in the keyed direction is significant at'or beyond the .05

level on 49 items for the class of 1965 and on 42 items for the class of 1956.

However, only 15 of these differences occur on the same items and in the same

direction in both classes. On 11 items, spread over the 5 scales, senior

scores are lower, and on 4 they are higher.

Except for the direction of change, both analyses show no marked .;

consistency of changes occurring on the same items in both classes. The

larger number of differences in the second analysis reflects the fact that

significant Change:, may occur on some items without affecting scale scores.

). Freshmen and Seniors in 1964 and 1965

Figs. 12, 13, 14, 15 and Table 8 present results competing freshmen

and senior perceptions within the same year for 1964 and 1965. Ranking of

areas shows more uniformity than difference throughout. In 3964, seniors

place somewhat more erphasis on Practicality. In 1965, seniors rank

Practicality higher and Scholarship lower than freshmen.

Freshmen and seniors agree almost perfectly in Community score

for both years. In 1964, the freshaen score for Awareness is higher than for



seniors; but in 1965, both vlaeses agree in Bring Awareness a laatively low

score. In both years, scores on Propriety and Scholarship are lower for ,,

seniors. Still, in no insUnce are the differences between freshmen and

seniors large enough to be significant.
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Table 6

of Scaler, - Fr eclutsn ve. Scni.ors in 1764 and 1;6$

Freshmen Seniors Freshmn SeL/ors
1964 1964 196 1961.

2.5 5 3Scale 1. Practicality 3.5

Seale 2. Comunity 1

Scale 3. Awareness 3.5

Scale 4. Propriety 2

Scale 5. Scholarship 5

1 1 1

4 4 4

2.5 2 2

5 3 5

A comparison of items in the three scoring categories shows seniors

differing from freshmen in 1964 on 32 items, and in 1965 on 24 items. Only

12 of the differences are on the same items and in the same direction in both

years. Senior responses are higher on 2 items and lower on 10.

When a comparison of differences in percentages responding to

specific items in the keyed direction is made, seniors differ from freshmen on

52 items in 1964 and on 40 in 1965. Sixteen items are the same in both y&rs,

and of these, 15, including 6 on the Scholarship scale, are lower in the senior

class.

4. Private-school and public-schoolgraduates

In 1964, 1965, and 1966, students who had prepared for college in

private schools were compared,- th those who had graduated frog pUblic high

schools. Figs. 16 through 21 indicate the outcome.
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Figure 16

66/ Scores for Private-Zahool vs. Public-Sbhool Students in 1964
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66/ Scores for Private-School vs. Public-School Students in 1965
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Figure 19

66 and 33- Scores for Private-School vs. Public-School Students in 196
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Figura 20

66/ and 33- Scores for Private-Schaol vs. Public-School Students in 1.965
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Figure 21

66/ and 33- Scores for Private-School vs. Pub lic-Schbol Students in 1966
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Though patterns are similar and Co unity and Propriety rank

highest, there are few other gerieralizations to be made. The direction of

score differences is consistent only in the perception of some4hat greater

Scholarship emphasis by public-school graduates. This difference is further

evident when 33- scores are taken into account which indicates more negative

responses on the part of private - school students. Even the largest difference

is not statistically significant.

5. Curricular groups

Figs. 22 and 23 compare curricular groups in the freshman year.

Secretarial students perceive slightly greater emphasis upon Practicality

though this difference disappears when items answered in the negative direction

are included in the score. There is unanimous agreement on the importance of

Community. Students in the medical programs score higher on Awareness and

Scholarship but lower on Proprietiy.

Figure 22

666 Scores for First -dear Curricular Groups 1964 and 1965
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Figure 23

66/ and 33- Scores for First-year Curricular Grou s in 1964 and 1965
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In the second year (Figs. 24 and 25), scores for the medical

curricula are gcaerally lower than for the liberal arts and the secretarial.

This is particularly true on the Awareness Scale. Secretarial students score

Awareness and Scholarship high= in comparison with the other two curricula.

Fig. 25 indicates few negative responses on the Scholarship Scale for secre-

tarial students.
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Figure 2L

L2sfoirSecond-66Scoz22__._.n196141965and1966earCurricularGz
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Figure 25

66/ and 33- Scores for Second-year Curricular Groups in 1964, 1965, and 1966
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None of the differences among cw.ricula are statistically signi-

ficant in either the first or socoviyear.

Figs. 26 and 27 show liberal arts students scoring all areas

except Practicality lower in the senior year.
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66 Scores for Liberal Arts Freshmen and Seniors
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When negative items are included in the score, the most dis-

tinctive difference between freshman and sonior liberal arts students

occurs ontthb Scholarship scale.
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Figure 27

66 arid 33- scores for Liberal ts Freaky. uner. anti Seniors
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Figs. 28 and 29 show the largest change from freshman to senior

year for secretarial students to be a decrease in Propriety score:

Figure 28
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Figure 29

66/ and 33w Scores for Secretarial Freshmen and Seniors
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Figs. 30 and 31 present scores for students in the medical

curricula in each of the three years of their programs. Scores in Aware-

ness and Scholarship are highest in the first year when they approximately

equal the score for Propriety. Scores for the second and third year shows

a similar pattern though lower in the second year for Awarenes,,, Propriety,

and Scholarship. Over the three-year period, the largest changes are in the

areas of Awareness and Scholarship, a decided drop in the second year followed

by an increase in the third year.
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Figure 30

66/ Scores for Medical First -year Second-year, and T.12111.4.ffear Students
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Figure 31

662i and 33- Scores for Medical First-year, Second-year and Third-year
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Tice difference between the first -year and second-year medical

groups on the SchoDrship scale exceeds the .05 level, and on the Awareness

scale is slightly below the .05 level (5.714 with 5.991 required). The

largest difference between second.gyear ar i third -year medical groups is on

the Scholarship scale, s difference which exceeds the .10 level but does

not reach the .05 level.

Figs. 22 through 31 reveal that differences between first and

second year within curricular groups are greater than differences between

curricula.

V. Discussion

Pervasive throughout this report is the characteristic profile of

scores descriptive of the college. Without exception, Community is ranked

first and is the.scale on which there is agreement on the largest number of

specific items. Propriety is generally considered the second most typical

area. Correlating CUES scores with institutional features, Pace finds Com-

munity score related to the size of the college and the size of the town in

which it is located and Propriety correlated with the percentage of females

in the student body (1963, p. 65). The highly consistent ranking for these

two scales, here, may be to a large extent related to the physical charac-

teristics of a relatively smil, llopianto,residential junior college in a

small town.

Practicality, concerning which there is close agreement, is re-

garded as rola'ively uncharacteristic of the college. This is in keeping

with evidence of its correlation with anculiniV and tEzbaical eopa,,sic

(Paa@, 1963, p. 67)
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Greater variability, though rarely to the extent of statistic

significant difference) occurs in the areas of Awarenees and Scholcrehip.

This seems to suggest that the social aspects of the colieze provide a more

co_ ion shared experience than do the intellectual.

Alumnae scores on CUES are characterized by their almost perfect

unanimity and by being, in all areas, above the published mean and higher

than the scores for students and faculty. A somewhat favorable view of the

alma mater and of one's own college days might be anticipated in am survey

of alumnae opinion. The graduates of Colby Junior College .are notab2y

revere college traditions, frequently revisit the campus, and participate

actively in the Alumnae Association. In 1966, the college received the

"Alumni Giving Incentive Award" for distinguished achievement among junior

colleges in the development of sustained alumnae support. A Comm ity score

in the 99th percentile is in keeping with this attitude though it is still

remarkable that the score remains equally high for three groups of alumnae

.'Aapresenting a span of fifteen years.

In two areas, Propriety and Scholarship, the difference bate :n

alumnae and current studenta is statistically significant. The difference

in Propriety might be attributed to nhanges in the college or in student

mores if it were not as true for the class; of 1959 Etc for the ciase of 19h9.

It may be Ilypothesized _gat a 99 percentile score in Prnnriety has resulted

not only from favorable chances in me:Aory but Plso from the retrospective

projection of a more adult vie point uhich attributes greater decorum to the

years T-Shen T:7n,c3 in collegQ either in tem of chat ought to have been or

_n contrat to carrent roprt in thcl prw,s concerning collez6-f-,tudcnt be-

Thr wc:,tim!,rArc c,n b c fwuercd darin
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a period of revolt and unreet on several college and university eanpuses.

A Scholars'score rich' is higher than that of either faculty

or students seems to result both frcts a tendency to forget those aspects

of the academic program which were once causes for criticism or negative

feeling and an inclination to regard courses as demanding; students,

serious; and the faculty, worthy of respect as .4eachers and scholars in

one's 'via college experience*

The number of items for which the alumnae score exceeds the

published mean by a deviation greater than two sigma impll'es that memory

has been modified by extensive idealization*

In interpreting these findings it must be recognized that even

in a random sampling there are factors which bias response in a favorable

direction. Names and addresses were taken from the active file of the

Alumnae Association; returns were doubtless weighted by those with con-

tinuing.interest in the college.

Implications concerning the potential relationsMp of this

extreriely favorable and someOat unrealistic alumnae view of the college

to student attitudes, admissiono, and public relations become increasingly

evident uith consideration of other aspects of this study.

Gae of the most r;trilang changoe occurs in reeponeeci of Prissibmnn

bettlesn September and February. Scores in September in all area except

Practi-ality present a picture of extremely high expectations. The fact

that informAion about some of the characteriatios 'Thigh contrib,:te to the

Practicality score is re di btainsd from the college catalogue my account

in part for the lover score at entrance, and the manor decline in this di-

rer 7,710rxe 1147,:wor,t VT- nigailicPat dificr;:4:c7, ori the otheT Zoms Gctaov



tr.,7o questions. First, whEt are the reasons for the unrealistic expectations,

and second, vhat could be done to reduce the discrepancy between exrsictation

and experience?

it is possible that concepts of entering freshmen reflect a public

image of all colleges, but they may also mean that the college itself is not

communicating clearly to the public its own distinctive characteristics.

Another explanation may be alumnae influence. Haw students are acquainted

with or related to alumnae and alumnae responses on CUES suggest that their

descriptions of the campus tend-to be somewhat idealized.

High school experience may also contribute to the discrepancy.

It could be that some students expect to find in college the stimulation and

excitement, particularly in the intellectual area, which they have not found

in high school. On the other hand, Stern suggests that satisfactory, not

unsatisfactory, high school academic experiences may be a factor in expecta-

tions. His hypothesis is that satisfyi% high school experiences lead students

to.expect in the intellectual crea.omuch more of this same kind of satisfaction

from their college experience" (1961, p. 52).

Nhatever the reasons may be for the discrppancy, greater similarity

-batmen the anticipated and the,experienced ould seem to be desirable. To

approaches probably are needed. The first could involve better communication

with prospective students through the admissions office, thc public relations

office and alumnae. The Manual of Freshman Class Profiles for Indiana Colleges

is an example of effort to supplemant the information supplied by college cata-

logues and bulletiap. In Enny irrAmoo the profiles includo a des criptian of

tho omi)af3 Co) OECD' ouch cr, Rc:A cad ArlifnIA .,-M1TAC thCir tuata
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logues descriptions based on CUES. Could present admissions informaticn

be studied to determine what changes or additional information may be

needed to present a more realistic picture? What kind of material is being

released from the pUblic relations office, and what kind of image does it

convey? Are there activities of the college and its students not now being

used for news stories whieh might present a m,or© near27-accurate picture,

or even help to change the image if this is desired? The need by alumnae

for adequate information and a better understanding of what students can

expect is evident. If, as has been suggested, more use may be made of

alumnae in recruiting students, it would seem essential that they be able

to impart a picture of the college more in line with the current situatica

than with alumnae memories. Would a chance for alumnae to live on 'she campus

with students be of value?

A second way of trying to decrease the discrepancy would involve

effort to increase student and faculty scores in areas where an increase in

emphasis seems desirable. This may in part involve internal changes within

the college. To what extent does the program emphasize sona aspects of

college life to the neglect of others? To what extent are current perceptions

influenced by the kind of student rho enters the college, and what changes

are needed if the college wiehee to attrac;:, students with differeht becle-

grnendsi intere-4.- --d attitude-? Would campus visits by alumnae help

studenta to gain a somewhat broader perspective on their college ezpcaricaces?

Ulth ut this second approach, better communication could may rczult in per

vtuation of the present pattorr of charactoristicc.

On the bads of i',04 ocallu,dod tIv2 0,7,r

inr9 tii*41tiOKC ErC117rM and 2CAiOZ roopz7oo mr." to Iczr oX



college. t'Llan Loophonore and juniol respan4.-3s. Freshman scores in a number

of instances were higher and senior scorez were lower (1963, p. 56). Thee

results obviously cm not be applied directly to e. junior college in

most stUents graduate at the end c.,E two years, but they my account for

some of the decrease in scores from freailmen to senior year found in the

present study.

Although there are no significant differences between scores in

either longitudinal or cross-sectional comparisons of freshmen and seniors,

there are differences in the two comparisons in the number of response changes

on specific item. The longitudinal results show significantly fewer cat(zory

changes and percentage differences on Individual items. While senior responses

may reflect peer-gr-up influence, as well as nearness to graduation, this

finding indicates that, as Pace has suggested (1962, p. 56), some of the

environment is accounted for by the students admitted to the,college.

Although there are no statistically significant differennes between

public and private-school students, public - school. graduates consistently score

sligh4y higher on Scholarship. The larger number of negative private-sdhcol

&cores rakes this differ enc pftrticularly crident. AcademicaUT the re-

lationship betneen the groups fgAlous a similar pattorn. Except, occa-

sionally, at the end of their first semester, public-school graduates main

tain higher averages. Is it possib34.3_ that both perceptions and grad-w arc

influenced by ths amunt of contraot botucen high school .(1d college? Do

public-e.chool a,adents gind sufficient difference to mke the Seri non

00,1c Vailo privato-School otlichnto mo.re oftcP

tWt ,7eA7-6&v,51 vte,k4n9w. cimv4 nA4424o t2ar; eiZcz atcidomb,

a ;Al 4g ,Es4 that aani..d= Wra found



greater intllectual stimulation° (Stern, 1961, p. 56) then did public-school

students. In addition, for private- school graduates the transition has

usually been from small, all-girl Lchools to a relatively small woman's

college. Also, most of the private schools send a very high percentage of

graduates to four-year colleges, and it is possible that some of those who

attend junior college see it as "second best." This could be another factor

which might influence perceptions of the environment. While the academic

difference between the two groups mays of courses be a result of differences

in ability, the consistently larger number of negative items on the Scholar-

ship stele suggests some other variable or variables related to differences

in perception.

Comparison of curricular groups brings to attention interesting

differences between the vocational and liberal arts programs. Secretarial

students rate Scholarship slightly higher at all times. This is especially

apparent in the second year and when negative items are included in the score.

Perhaps the va.'iety found in a program which combines liberal arts electives

uith vocational training provides greater academic stimulation.

Evidence from the medica3 r-ogdcams lends support to this hypothesis.

In this instance, to u scores on Awareness and Scholarship in the second year

coincide with the period of greatest concentration in the professional area

uben the student's programs uith the exception of English, consists entirely

of sciences. In the third years again, the opportunity to balanccl qpcialized

tr7lining uith liberal arts olectivoo cGono to provide more oonoe of stimulation

and satiDfacUon in the intellectual area. In 1966-67, the ccon&year offerings

in the mdical tc,chnology progrn cAll ra;-ia-icd zgford, iT,Tator vrxic.



flexibility. It would be interesting to investigate the effect of this

curriculum change on CUES response.

Since only senior colleges and universities were used in the

standardization of CUES, its usefulness in a junior college was relatively

untested when the present study was started. While there is no available

objective measure of its adequacy, reactions of faculty and others with

considerable kncwledge of the campus and the educational program indicate

the suitability of the scales for use in a private residential junior college.

Possibly changes in a few items, such as those relating to faculty research

activities, and inclusion of one or more statements dealing with transfer to

senior colleges would increase the usefulness in this situation, but in

general there is no evidence of need for any basic revisions.

VI. Conclusions and implications

A. The Community scale is agreed by all groups to be most characteristic

of the college. It is scored above the 80th percentile by students, faculty

and administration, and alumnae and is the scale on which there is the greatest

agreement concerning spedific items. Propriety generally ranks second. The

nature of the college--a small, private, residential, woman junior college

located La a small town -- probably accounts to a large extent for these em-

phases. The other three scales, Practicality, Awareness, and Scholarship,

are scored below the mean by al), except alumnae and entering freshmen, as

relatively less characteristic of the college. Consideration of items to

which response is opposite the keyed direction shows them to be mos: numerous

on the Practicality and Scholarship scales and least frequent on Community.

The ppof_le for this junior college does not exactly correspond to any of the
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six patterns by which Pace tentatively grouped four-year colleges and uni-

versities in his preliminary studies (1963, p. 71).

B. Comparison of student, alumnae, and faculty and administration per-

ceptio.-gs shows overall agreement in profile pattern.

Matching of items with the distribution of institutional responses

presented by race (1963, p. 43-47) shows item scores for students well within

the range for four-year colleges. Scores for only three items exceed the mean

by more than two sigma.

Alumnae returns from three groups, representative of fifteen years,

are in almost perfect accord with all scales scoring above the mean. Ap-

parently a "halo image" of the alma mater is established within five years of

graduation and continues relatively unchanged. Thirty-one item responses by

alumnae exceed the mean by more than two sigma. Among the few significant

group differences found in this study are the differences between alumnae and

students in the category of item responses on the Propriety and Scholarship

scales.

Faculty scores fall between those of students and alumnae with a

tendency to resemble student scores more closely.

C. The most marked changes during residence in college occur in the fresh-

mar. year between September and February. Responses based on expectations are

significantly higher in all areas, except Practicality, than are respcases

based on actual acquaintance Tgith the college. Decrease in scores is largest

od Awareness and Scholarship. Community is ranked first in both September

and February but there is some change in the relative position of the other

scales.



Although there are no statistically significant differences in

score or rank between freshman and senior year, there is a tendency for

seniors to score somewhat lower on all scales except Practicality. The

largest difference between freshman and senior years occurs on Scholarship

when negative items are included in the score. While there are no signifi-

cant E,:ore or rank differences between longitudinal and cross-section com-

parisons of freshmen and seniors, fewer category changes and item differences

occur in longitudinal comparischns:i. A difference of both class and students

results in more item changes than does a difference of class only.

D. Analysis of scores for public-school and private-school graduates

shows no statistically significant differences. The only consistent tendency

is in the Scholarship area where private-school students score slightly lower

and A-zspond negatively to somehwat more items.

Comparison among curricular groups indicates more similarity than

difference. In the first year, students in the medical programs score higher

on Awareness and Scholarship but lower on Propriety. In the second year,

secretarial students hive slightly higher Awareness and Scholarship scores

and fewer negative Scholarship responses. Within the liberal arts curriculum,

the largest differences between freshman and senior year are in the decrease

in pr'oi tive Propriety items and the increase in negative Scholarship items.

In the secretarial curriculum, the most distinctive change is a decrease in

the Propriety score. For medical students,, there is a significant decrease

in Scholarship, the only statistically significant difference within curricula,

and a very nearly significant decrease in ftareness from the first to the

second year. Th.: is followed by some increase in both anns in the third
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E. The findings of this study are clearest in implications for ad-

missions. First, entering students and alumnae reveal highly idealistic

views of the college which suggest the need for clearer and more extensive

comunication with prospective students and for measures to assist alumnae

in presenting a more realistic picture to those who may learn of the college

through them. Second, if changes in campus environment are desirable and

if some of the distinctive characteristics of a college are determined by

students themselves, more evidence is needed concerning the characteristics

of students now being admitted to determine whether greater variety in atti-

tudes, interests, etc., might contribute to favorable change. Such evidence

might suggest new policies and practice in recruitment and scholarship pro-

grams.

It also appears that closer relations between students accepted

for acA.mission, students currently in residence, and alumnae might be bene-

ficial to all thri,e groups in clarifying and integrating the meaningfulness

of the college experience. Such relationships could be effective in

establishing, supporting, and transmitting those perceptions of the en-

vironment which the college seeks to perpetuate, The public relations program

of the college would, of necessity, be a coordinated part of any efforts to

improve communication or tc bring about change.

It seems evident from this study that the perception of a college

,nvirolment is rather clearly defined, generally held, and an active component

in determi,,ing the educational experience which the college provides. It can

be anticipated that changes in the image, when sought, will be gradual and only

brought about by the interation of multiple factors, internal and external to

the college. Perhaps some perceptions are currently r6ore strongly r reinforced
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by experience than are others. The relative stability of scores in some

areas suggests a need to examine the balance of social and intellectual

emphasis provided by the college. The empirical evidence derived from

measures such as CUES should facilitate decisions concerning the future

directions of growth in the college program.

F. The present form of CUES seems to have been adequate for the purpose

of this study. While change in a few items, such as those relating to faculty

research activities, and the inclusion of items concerning transfer to senior

college might increase applicability, the scales are, in general, suitqble

for assessing the environment of a private residential junior college. The

present study does not provide a basis for evaluating their effectiveness in

a multi-purpose, non-residential, two-year college.
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Apandices

A.

Items of Student Agreement

n2able 9 11.447".v., 4111U 0 VCIAMIWICAS110 on in-r- is student agreeme.

by a margin of 2 tc 1, or greater, among all students in 196)4 and 1965; and

in the following subgroups: freshmen in 1964 and 1965; seniors in 1964,

1965, and 1966; and seniors and third-year students in 1966. For some items

the statement as it appears in the sale is reworded to correspond with the

direction of student response.

Table 9

Items of Agreement ,for All Students in 1964 and 1965

Scale 1. Practicality

1. Students quickly learn what is and is not done here.

2. Students do not need a written excuse for missing class.

3. There are not many dances and social activities.

10. It is not important to be in the right club or group.

13. Professors do not regard questions as personal criticism.

79. Frequent tests are given in most courses.

80. In many classes students have an assigned seat.

82. There is an intensive program of intramural sports and informal athletics.

83. There are many practical courses to typing, report writing, etc.

85. Student pep rallies, demonstrations, etc., occur rarely.

88. There is a recognized group of student leaders on this campus.

Scale 2. Community

31. Students spend a lot of time together at the snack bars, taverns,
and in one anotherts rooms.
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Scale 2. Community - Continued

32. There is a great deal of borrowing and sharing among the students.

33. There are not definite times each week when dining it; luade a

gracious social event.

31. Faculty members call students by their first names.

35. Students commonly chart: their problems.

36. The professors go out of their way to help you.

42. Many upperclassmen play an active role in helping new- students

adjust to campus life.

43. This school has a reputation for being very friendly.

44. The history and traditions of the college are strongly emphasized.

45. It's easy to get a group together for card games, singing, going

to the movies, etc.

106. There is a lot of excitement and restlessness just before holidays.

108. Graduation is not a pretty matter-of-fact, unemotional event.

109. The college regards training people for service to the community
as one of its major responsibilities.

110. All undergraduates must live in university approved housing.

111. When students run a project or put on a show everybody knows about it.

113. Students' mid-term and final grades are reported to parents.

117. Most of the faculty are interested in students' personal problems.

119. The school helps everyone get acquainted.

Scale 3. Awareness

46. Tutorial or honors prograAs are available for qualified students.

147. Public debates are not held frequently.

54. Channels for expressing students' complaints are readily accessible.

60. A controversial speaker always stirs up a lot of student discussion.



Scal_ 3. Awareness - Continued
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122. Modern art and music get much attention here.

197. Spe,:ial museums or collections are not important possessions of
the c;ollege.

Scale L. Propriety

64. Students here learn -Llat they are not only expected to develop
ideals but also to express them in action.

65. Many students do not drive sports cars.

67. Most students do not expect to achieve future fame or wealth.

714. Society' orchestras are not more popular here than jazz bands or
novelty groups.

137. Students pay much attention to rules and regulations.

138. Instructors clearly explain the goals and purposes of their courses.

140. Spontaneous student rallies and demonstrations do not occur frequently.

144. It is easy to take clear notes in most courses.

145. Students frequently do things on the spur of the moment.

146. Rough games and contact sports are not an important part of
intramural athletics.

147. Students are expected to report any violation of rules and regulations.

148. Dormitory raids, water fights and other student pranks are not
unthinkable here.

L112.1112112111.11212

19. Laboratory facilities in the natural sciences are excellent.

23. The professors do not, push the students' capacities to the limit.

24. Class discussions are not typically vigorous and intense.

26. Long: serious intellectual discussions ,....e not common among the students.

29. Careful reasoning and clear logic are valued most highly in grading
student papers, reports, or discussions.
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Scale 5. Scholarship - Continued

91. Students who work hard for high grades are not likely to be re-
garded as odd.

96. Course offerings and faculty in the natural sciences are outstandings

99. Courses, examinations, and readings are frequently revised.

102. Profeaeore usual1y take attendance in oleos.

In the area of social relationships specific characteristics are

more clearly identified by students than in the intellectual area.
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B.

EAT Rating and CUES

Astin through a factor analysis of the characteristics of insti-

tutions of ,higher education has identified five variables descriptive of

the college environment (1962). Pace presents rank order correlations be-

tween CUES scores and Astin's factors for thirty-four institutions. Though

there is evidence of a relationship between the physical characteristics and

the atmosphere of a college, he points out that "it is equally clear from

the moderate size of most of the correlations that the atmosphere of an

institution cannot be described or predicted with much confidence from in-

dicators of physical characteristics" (1963, p. 66-67).

In a study comparable to Astin's,Richards, Rand, and Rand have

listed six factors descriptive of junior colleges (1965). Since estimated

scores on these six factors are available for Colby Junior College,
1

they

ire presented in Fig. 32 and compared with the apparently related CUES

scales in Table 10. The presumed direction of association is positi.ve ex-

cept for that between size and Community where smallness of the college con-

tributes to a high score on the scale.

The close relationship between environmental factors and perception

of the campus atmosphere is clearly evident in this instance. It suggests the

usefulness of the two measures as supplements in the study of a college. Though

the relationships do not indicate cause and effect, they imply potentialities

and limitations for steps intended to bring about change.

1
James M. Richards, Jr., letter dated Sept. 8, 1965.
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Figure 32

521tRaJunior Co lieu

A

A - Cultural Affluence

P - Technological Specialization

C - Size

C

Table 10

D E

D - Age

E - Transfer Emphasis

F - Business Orientation

Rank for EAT Factors and CUES Scales

F

EAT Ranks CUES

Cultural Affluence 2
.1

3 Awareness

Technological Specialization 6 / not applicable

Size 305 - 1 Community

Age 1 / 2 Propriety

Transfer Emphasis 5 / 5 Scholarship

Business Orientation 3.5 / 4 Practicality



C.

Faculty Concets of the "Ideal" Campus

As a result of faculty interest in reports on rrIsponses to CUES,

the Academic CoirunitLee of the college decided to ask faculty members to re-

spond to the scales on the basis of what they thought 22E12.1 to be true of

the campus. Accordingly, in January and February of 1965, all instructors

were requested to complete CUES in terms of the "ideal." Table 11 presents

the results in 1964 and 1965. (Results in 1965 are for faculty members only.)

Table 11

Faculty Perce tions vs. the "Ideal"

Scale 1.

Scale 2.

Scale 3.

Scale 4,

Scale 5.

Practicality

Community

Awareness

Propriety

Scholarship

1964 1965
(As is) (As ought to be)

Score Rank Score Rank

9 5

22 1

10 4

15 2

11 3

9 5

24 3

29 1

19 4'

2

The agreement in 1964 and 1965 on Practicality in both score and

rank suggests a high level of satisfaction with present emphasis in this

area. Although there are differences in Community and Propriety scores, the

differences are not large and indicate relative satisfaction in these areas.

Significant discrepancies between the perceived and the '2ideai"

occur on both Awareness and Scholarship. High scores probably can be ex-

pected whenever faculty are asked to describe the "ideal" in these areas,

and the size of the discrepancy may be more useful information than actual

scores or rankings.



Fifteen items answered in the keyed direction in the second

adminstration were originally answered opposite the keyed direction.

These areshown in Table 12. Wording or the statements shows the direction

responses i n 1964.of

Table 12

Reversal of Item Response from Opposite to Keyed Direction

Scale 1. Practicality

78. The big college events do not draw a lot of student enthusiasm
and support.

Scale 2. Community

33. There are not definite times each week when dining is made a
gracious social event.

Scale 3. Awareness

47. Public debates are not held frequently.

49. Many of the social science professors are not actively engaged in
research.

126. Many of the natural science professors are not actively engaged :11
research.

127. Special museums or collections are not important possessions of
the college.

128. Few students are planning post-graduate work in the social sciences.

132. There; are not a good many colorful and controversial figures on the
faculv.

Scale 4. Pruk:r:.ety

68. Students often start projects withowetrying to decide in advance
how they will develop or where they may end.



Table 12 - Continued

Scale 5.

22. Students do non set high standards of achiemement for themselves.

23. The professors do not push the students' capacities to the limit.

24. Class discussions are not typically vigorous and intense.

26. Long, serious intellectual discussions are not common among the

students.

101. People around here do not seem to thrive on difficulty.

105. The school is not outstanding for the emphasis and support it gives

pure scholarship and basic research.

Only 1 item answered in the keyed direction in 1964 was responded

to in the opposite direction in 1965: Student rooms are more likely to be

decorated with pennants and pin-ups than with paintings, carvings, mobiles,

fabrics, etc.

It is somewhat surprising that faculty feel strongly that social

science and natural science professors should be active researchers in view

of the frequently heard statement that junior colleges are teaching, not

research, institutions.

To determine whether responses in 1965 differ markedly from student

descriptions of environments in other institutions, item scores are compared

with Pace's tentative norms for senior colleges and universities. On 50 items

the "ideal" responses differ from the published means by more than 2 sigma.

Table 13 presents the number of deviations on.each scale.
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Table 13

Deviations from the Published Mean Greater

IIELEEMEEEEEEIEDE:212112
Plus Deviations Minus Deviations

Scale 1. Practicality 0 4

Seale 2. Community 6 2

Scale 3. Awareness

Scale 4. Propriety

Scale 5. Scholarship 14 0

16 0

6 2

The number of large deviations on Awareness and Scholarship

indicates not only relatively high agreement as to what should be;.it also

suggests that in many four -year institutions the faculty would find con-

siderable discrepancy between reality and thepidsal."



D.

Perception of Teaching,

and Supervision and Constraints

In a background paper for the 1965 annual meeting of the Ameri-

can Council on Education, Pace used selected items from CUES to explore

the relation between student responses and *various targets of student

protest: teaching, impersonality and research, and freedom or constraint- -

stimulation or suppression of personal, social and political activities"

(1965, p. 87). The items selected were classified in three categories:

teaching and faculty-student relationships; politics, protest, and re-

lated activities; restrictiveness and supervision. Responses of students

in 6 types of institutions were compared. Tablas 14, 15 aid 16 present

a comparison of junior college responses as reported by Pace with Colby

Junior College student responses in 1964 and 1965. ("True" or "false"

is used for statements answered by a margin cf at least 2 to 1, and "no

agreement" for those failing between 34 per cent and 65 per cent.)
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Table 14

Quality of Tea:hing, and Faculty-Student Relationships

Junior
Colleges*

students agree by
a margin of 2 to 1,

or greater, that

ColbE
Junior College

Professors
are thorough teachers . . . . . most
are dedicated scholars nuarly all

set high standards . . . . . . . a few OOOOO
clearly explain goals of their

courses
give exams +hat are a genuine
measure of students' under-

most . It

standing . about half
'eQuently revise course

no agreement
true
no agreement,

true

no agreement

laterials OOOOO a few true
aon't expect students to wait to
be called on before speaking
in class none no agreement

Moreover, in their relationships
with students, they

call students by first names . . most . .

are interested in students'
personal problems . most

go out of their way to be
helpful most O

would not be embarrassed by a -1

display of emotion a few .

do not react to criticism
personally OOOOO most

true

true

OOOO true

OOOOO no agreement

true

And they

are actively engaged in research a few no agreement

Robert Pace, 19651 pp. 90, 92, 93 and 97.
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Table 15

Criticism and Politicst Stimulation and Response,

Junior
Colleges

students agree by
a margin of 2 to 1,

or greater that

Colby

Junior College

The college

encourages students to criti-
cize administrative policies
and teaching practices . a few ****** no agreement

has readily accessible channels
for expressing student com-
plaints a few true

Politically

students are encouraged to be
..ctive in social and politi-

cal reforms . ***** a few no agreement
there are prominent faculty
members who are active in
local or national politics none no agreement

Moreoveri the students

are concerned about national
and international affairs

develop a sense of responsi-
bility about their role in
contemporary social and
political life

and engage in a lot of discussion
after hearing a controversial.
speaker

On a broadeulain of stimulation
in the collae

there are frequent public
debates

many famous people are brought
to the campus for lectures,
discussions, and concerts .

there are good facilities for
individual creative activi-
ties

there are many opportunities
to understand and criticize
art, music, dram, etc. . .

a few . . . no agreement

About half . . no agreement

about half . true

none false

about half

about half

about half

no agreement

true

0 0 no agreement



Table 15 - Continued

Moreover, in terms of student

response

a lecture by an outst=z1,114g

scientist 'would be well

attended ...... . less than half .

a lecture by an outstanding
literary crit.c would be well
a t t e n d e d . . . . . . . . . . .

a lecture by Ln. outstanding

philosopher.or theologian
would be well attended

concerts and art exhibits draw
big crowds of students . . .

serious intellectual discussion:,
are common OOOOOO e

there is a lot of interest in
poetry, painting, sculpture,
architecture, etc. . . none

there is interest in the analysis
of values and cultures . . . none OOOOOO

none .....

. none

none OOOO

a few iv

no agreement

no agreement

no agreement

no agreement

false

no agreement

no agreement



Table 16

Supervision and Constraints

Junior
Colleges

students agree by
a margin of 2 to 1,

or greater that

Col by

Junior College

Students

need a written excuse for
absence from class less than half . . . false

have assigned seats in many
classes

Professors

usually take attendaYlce in

class
regularly checx up on the

students to make sure that
assignments are being carried

most true

all trtc

out properly and on time . less than half . .. . . to agreement

Student Organizations

are closely supervised to guard
against mistakes none . . no agreement

And Student Publications

never la:apoon dignified people

or institutions none . . no agreement

While there are some differences between Colby and the comparison

group, in general responses are similzr. The statements that are least

characteri.:tic of Colby and other junior colleges relate to student response

to the broader campus stimulation.

Examination of other items in the scales suggested that inclusion

of adelional statements and some modification of the three categories might

provide a more extensive description of campus attitudes and perceptions in
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these three areas. Eighty-five items were selected and classified as

follows:

I. Teaching, student-faculty relationships, and student response (33)

Quality of teaching (19)
Student-faculty relationships (5)
Student response (9)

II. Cultural and political stimulation (30)

General campus stimulation (13)
Student response (17)

III. Supervision and constraints (22)

External (13)
Internal (9)

The items were then divided on the basis of agreement and lack

of agreement. Some items of agreement are reworded to read as students

responded. Items answered in the same way by all, students in 1964 and 1965

are presented in Tables 17, 18 and 19.
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Table 17

Teaching, Student-Faculty Relationships.
and Student Response

Students agreed by a 2 to 1
margin, or greater, that

Professors

Students dir' not agree

(34 per cent to 65 per cent) that

In their teaching

frequent:: revise courses,
examinations and readings

require careful reasoning and
clear logic in determining a
grade

do not push student capacities
to the limit

do not have vigorous class
discussions

make it easy to take clear notes
clearly explain the goals and
purposes of their courses

are dedicated scholars in their
field

Professors

give examinations that provide
a true measure of achievement and
understanding

set standards that are hard to achieve
teach courses in which learning the

contents of textbooks is enough to
pass course

are thorough teachers and probe the
fundamentals

stress the values of open-mindedness
and objectivity

teach courses that stress the specu-
lative and abstract rather than the
concrete

In student-faculty relationships

Professors Professors

call students by their first would be embarrassed by an open
names display of emotion

are interested in students'
personal problems

go out of their way to help
students

do not regard questions as
personal criticism

Students

do not regard as odd students who
work hard for grades
do not think that it is important
to know the right faculty

do not do much studying over week-
ends

set high standards of achievement
for themselves

would not work or play to exhaustion
thrive on difficulty
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Cultural and Political Stimlf-A-Giort+...=r/e...

Students agreed by a 2 to 1
margin, or greater, that

Students did not agree
(34 per cent to 65 per cent) that

On this campus

etudcnto are expected to develop
and express ideals

the college does ;lot -value special

museums or collections
modern art and music get much

attention
there are many facilities and Op-
portunities for individual

creative activity
there are channels for expressing

student complaints
tutorial and honors programs are
available

puro scholarship and research are
supported

many faculty members are active in

local and national politics
there are many chances to criticize
and understand great works in art

students are encouraged to take part
in social reforms and political
programs

students are encouraged to criticize
teaching and policies

22211scamaa

long, serious intellectual student
discussions are not common

the expression of strong personal
belief is not rare

students engage in much discussion
after hearing a controversial
speaker

much use is made of the library's
paintings and records

students are sometimes noisy and in-
attentive at concerts and lectures

there is much interest in philosophy
and methods of science

students are interested in the analy-
As of values and cultures

art is to be studied rather than felt
students develop a sense of responsi-
bility about their role in social and
political life

a lecture by a noted philosopher or
theologian would be well attended

students ara actively concerned with
national and international affairs

there is much interest in poetry, music,

painting, etc.
few things arouse much excitement or

feeling
students respond to things in a cool,

detached way
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Table 19

External and Internal Supervision and Constraints

Students agreed by a 2 to 1
margin, .)r greater, that

On this campus

a written excuse is not needed for
missing classes

students quickly learn what is and
is not done here

students are assigned seats in
many classes

frequent tests are given in most
courses

mid-term and final grades are
reported to parents

written permission is needed for
overnight absence

students are to report violations
of rules and regulations

attendance is usually taken in
class

Students did not agree

(34 per cent to 65 per cent) that

student organizations are closely
supervised to avoid mistakes

professors check on students to make
sure assignments are carried out
promptly and on time

students force each other to abide
by expected codes of conduct

students wait to be called on before
speaking in class

On this campus

students pay attention to rules
and regulations

spontaneous student rallies and
demonstrations are not frequent

students frequently do things on
spur of the moment

student pranks are not unthinkable
here

students conscientiously take care
of school property

consent is asked to deviate from
common policies

Lack of agreement occurs most frequently on items relating to

general campus stimulation.

In the two years, student responses differ on 17 items. These

items are shown in Table 20.
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Table 20

Item Differences in 1964 and 1965

Teaching, faculty-student relationships and
student response

Professors

teach courses that are a real intellectual
challenge

require much non-class study and preparation
teach courses passed by'personality, pull

.

and bluff
teach courses that are easy to pass without
hard work

are actively engaged in research

Students

are very serious and purposeful about their
work

put much energy into all they do, in class
and out of class

know snap courses to take and rough ones to
avoid

Cultural and political stimulation

1964

false
no agreement

no, agreement

no agreement

false

no agreement

no agreement

true

General campus stimulation

student paper rarely prompts discussion
of etiical matters false

many noted people are brought to the campus
for lectures, concerts, etc. true

Student response

lecture by a famous scientist would be
poorly attended no agreement

concerts and art exhibits draw big crowds no agreement
lecture by a noted literary critic would be
poorly attended ........... . . . false

Supervision and constraints

External

important people expect proper respect be
shown them

Internal

students occasionally plot an escapade or
rebellion

student publications never lampoon people
and institutions

students exhibit much caution and self-control

1965

no agreement
true

false

false

no agreement

false

false

no agreement

no agreement

no agreement

false
false

no agreement

no agreement false

no agreement

110 agreement

true

false

true
no agreement



Although student answers to a majority of statements were similar

in both years, differences on about one-fifth reflect some fluctuations in

response from year to year. In 1965 a somewhat higher per cent.responded

in a positive direction to items relating to the quality of teaahing$ but

by a somewhat lower per cent to most items involving student response.
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Colleges and universities differ from one another in many ways. Some things
that are generally true or characteristic of one school may not be characteristic
of another. The purpose of College & University Environment Scales ( CUES) is
to help define the general atmosphere of different schools. The atmosphere of a
campus is a mixture of various features, facilities, rules and procedures, faculty
characteristics, courses of study, classroom activities, students' interests, extra-
curricular programs, informal activities, and other conditions and events.

You are asked to be a reporter about your school. You have lived in its
em ironment, participated in its activities, seen its features, and sensed its
attitudes. What kind of place is it?

There are 150 statements in this booklet. You are to mark them TRUE or
FALSE, using the answer sheet given you for this purpose. Do not write in the
booklet.

Instructions for Answer Sheets

1. Enter your name and the other identifying information requested in the spaces
provided on the separate answer sheet.

2. Two different forms of answer sheets, Form X-1 and Form X-I S may be used.
If you have been provided Form X-1, skip items 3, 4, and 5 below and proceed
to item 6.

3. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR FORM X-1S ANSWER SHEETS ONLY:
If your answer sheet has the notation Form X-1S in the upper right-hand
corner, certain identifying information must be entered by marking in the
boxes on the left-hand side of the answer sheet. If you have been provided
this type of answer sheet, find the section headed "Print last name . .1* at the
top left-hand corner. Starting at the arrow on the left, print as many letters
of your last name as will fit (up to thirteen) in the large boxes of the LAST
NAME section. Print one letter in each large box. Do not go beyond the heavy
line that separates last name and first name sections even if you can't complete
your last name. it your last name has fewer than thirteen letters, use as many
boxes as you need and leave the rest blank. After you have finished printing
as many letters of your last name as will fit in the boxes to the left of the heavy
line, print as many leilers of your first name as will fit (up to seven) beginning
at the heavy line and stopping at the last box on the right Print one letter in
each box. If your first name has fewer than seven letters, use as many boxes
as you need and leave the rest blank.

4. Now look at the columns under each letter you've printed. Each column
has a small box for each letter of the alphabet. Co down the colurna under
each letter you've printed, find the small box labeled with the corresponding
letter, and blacken that small box. Do this for each letter you've printed in
the large boxes across the top.

5. Note the section an the answer sheet where Identification Number, sex, age,
and educational status are requested. Copy your Identification Number into
the boxes below the printed number by blackening the appropriate boxes.
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Under "sex," mark Male or Female, as appropriate; then indicate your age and
educational status in the same way.

6. Find question 1 on the next page and the space on the answer sheet for recnrd-
ing the answer. If ycu are using the Form X-1S answer sheet, record your answer
by blackening the box marked T or F; if using the Form X.1 answer sheet, com-
pletely fill in the spaces between the dotted lines as is shown in the sample
below.

Sample Item: ( A ) Students are generally pretty friendly cn this campus.

Form X-1 Answer Sheet

A. i
F
es
e e

Form X-1S Answer Sheet

A.

IN

Ca

Proceed to answer every item of the 150 given. Blacken space T Gil the answer
sheet when you think the statement is generally characteristic or TRUE of your
school, is a condition which exists, an event which occurs or might occur, is the
way people generally act or feel.

Blacken space F on the answer sheet when the statement is generally FALSE
or not characteristic of your school, is a condition which does not exist, an event
which is unlikely to occur, or is not the way people generally act or feel.



1. Students quickly learn what is done and not done on this campus.
2. Students must have a writen excuse for absence from class.

3. There are lots of dances, parties, and social activities.

4. Students are encouraged to criticize administrative policies and teaching practices.
5. Campus buildings are clearly marked by signs and directories.

6. There is a lot of apple-polishing around here.
7. New fads and phrases, are continually springing up among the/students.
S. Student organizations are closely supervised to guard against mistakes.
9. Religious worship here stresses service to God and obedience to His laws.

10. It's important socially here to be in the right club or group.

11. The professors regularly check up on the students to make sure that assignments are being
carried out properly and on time.

12. Student rooms are more likely to be decorated with pennants and pin-ups than with paintings,
carvings, mobiles, fabrics, etc.

13. Some of the professors react to questions in class as if the students were criticizing them person-
ally.

14 Education here tends to make students more practical and realistic.
15. New jokes and gags get around the campus in a hurry.

16. It is fairly easy to pass most courses without working very hard.
17. Most of the professors are very thorough teachers and really wobe into the fundamentals of

their subjects.

18. Students almost always wait to be called on before speaking in class.
19. Laboratory facilities in the natural sciences are excellent.

20. Learning what is in the text book is enough to pass most courses.
SI. A lecture by an outstanding scientist would be poorly attended.

22. Students set high standards of achievement for themselves.
23. The professors really push the students' capacities to the limit.
24. Class discussions are typically vigorous and intense.

25. Everyone knows the "snap" courses to take and the tough ones to avoid.
26. Long, serious intellectual discussions are common among the students.
27. Personality, pull, and bluff get students through many courses.
28. Standards set by the professors are not particularly hard to achieve.
29. Careful reasoning and clear logic are valued most highly in grading student papers, reports, ordiscussions.

30. Students put a lot of energy into everything they do-in class and out.
31. Students spend a lot of time together at the snack bars, taverns, and in one another's rooms.
32. There is a great deal of borrowing and sharing among the students.
33. There are definite times each week when dining is made a gracious social event.
34. Faculty members rarely or never call students by their first names.

35. Students commonly share their problems.

38. The professors go out of their way to help you.

37. Most students respond to ideas and events in a pretty cool and detached way.
38. There are frequent informal social gatherings.



3D. Most people here seem to be especially considerate of others.

49. Students have many opportunities to develop skill is organiz:eg and directing the work of
others.

41. Very few things here arouse much excitement or feeling.

42. Many upperclassmen ploy an active role in helping new students adjust to campus life.

43. This school has a reputation for being very friendly.

44. The history and traditions of the college are strongly emphasized.

45. It's easy to get a group together for card games, singing, going to the movies, etc.

46. Tutorial or honors programs are available for qualified students.

47. Public debates are held frequently.

48. Quite a few faculty members have had varied and unusual careers.

49. Many of the social science professors are actively engaged in research.

50. There is a lot of interest here in poetry, music, painting, sculpture, architecture, etc.

51. The student newspaper rarely ca ries articles intended to stimulate discussion of philosophical or
ethical matters.

52. The library has paintings and phonograph records which circulate widely among the students.

53. A lecture by an outstanding literary critic would be poorly attended.

54. Channels for expressir g students' complaints are readily accessible.

55. There are paintings or statues of nudes on the campus.

56. Coarse offerings and faculty in the social sciences are r_ utstanding.

57. Students are actively concerned about national and international affairs.

58. There would ly a capacity audience for a lecture by an outstanding philosopher or theologian.

59. There are many facilities and opportunities for individual creative activity.

60. A controversial sp.-::.aker always stirs -op a lot of student discussion.

61. Students rarely get drunl- and disorderly.

62. There are a number of prominent faculty members who play a ...;gnificant role in national or
local patics.

M. Most students show a good deal of caution and self-control in their behavior.

64. Students here lee that they are not only expected to develop .deak but also to express tl,em
in action.

65. Many students drive sports ce

S6. The person who is always trying to "help out" is likely to be regarded es a nuisance.

67. Nearly all students expect to achieve future fame or wealth.

. Stu tents often start projects without trying to decide in advance how they will dee clop or
where they may end.

69. Some of the most :?opular btucimts have a knack for ma!- ing Atty, subtle keniarks with a slightly
sexy tinge.

70. Students are conscientious about takier!, good care of school preperty.

71. Student publications never la; npeen dignified people or institutions.

72. Student parties are ezlorful wad lively.

73. People here are -,t1ways trying to win an argument.

74. Society orchestras are more popular here than jazz bands or n'..velty gro,,ps.

75. Drinking and late parties are generally tolerated, despite regulations.

;S:
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76. Many courses stress the. speculative or abstract rather than the concrete and tangible.
77. Many students try to pattern themselves after people they admire.

78. The big college events draw a lot of student enthusiasm and support

79. Fluent tests are given in most courses.

80. In : y classes students have an assiped seat

81. Student elections generate a lot of intense campaigning and strong feeling.
82. There is an extensive program of intramural sports Isesd informal athletic activifies.
83. The college offers man/ really practical courses such as typing, report writing, etc.
84. Anyone who knows the right people in the faculty or administration can get a better break here.
85. Student pep rallies, parades, dances, carnivals or demonstrations occur very rarely.

86. Students take a great deal of pride in their personal appearance.
87. Everyone has a lot of fun at this school.

88. There is a recognized group of student leaders on this campus.
89. The values most stressed here are can- mindedness and objectivity.

90. The important people at this school expect others to show proper respect for them.
91. Students who work hard for high grades are likely to be regarded as odd.
92. There is a lot of interest in the philosophy and methods of science.

93. There are so many things to do here that students are busy all the time.
94. Students are sometimes noisy and inattentive at concerts or lectures.
95. Most courses require intensive study and preparation out of class.

96. Course offerings and faculty in the natural sciences are outstanding.
97. Few students here would ever work or play to the point of exhaustion.

98. Most courses are a real intellectual challenge.

99. Courses, examinations, and readings are frequently revised.
10. Students are very serious and purposeful about their work.
101. People around here seem to thrive on difficulty-the tougher things get, the harder they work.
102. Professors usually take attendance in class.

103. Examinations here provide a genuine measure of a student's achievement and understanding.
104. There is very little studying here over the week-ends.

105. The school is outstanding for the emphasis and support it gives to pure scholarship and basic
research.

116. There is a lot of excitement and restlessness just before holidays.
107. Students often run errands or do other personal services for the faculty.
108. Graduation is a pretty matter-of-fact, unemotional event.

109. The college regards training people for service to the community as one of its major responsi-
bilities.

110. All undergraduates must live in university approved housing.
111. When students run a project or put on a show everybody knows about it.
112. Students are expected to work out the details of their own programs in their own way.
113. Students' mid-term and final grades are reported to parents.

114. Students exit considerable pressure on one another to live up to the expected codes of conduct.
115. There is a lot of group spirit
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110. Students are frequently reminded to take preventive measures against illness.
117. Most of the faculty are not interested in students' personal problems.

118. Proper social forms and manners are important here.

119. The school helps everyone get acquainted.

120. Resident students must get written permission to be away from the campus overnight.
121. Most of the professors are dedicated scholars in their fields.

122. Modern art and music get little attention here.

123. Many students here develop a strong sense of responsibility about their role in contemporarysocial and political life.

124. Many famous people are brought to the campus for lectures, concerts, student discussions, etc.
125. An open display of emotion would embarrass most professors.

126. Many of the natural science professors are actively engaged in research.
127. Special museums or collections are important possessions of the college.

128. Few students are planning post-graduate work in the social sciences.

129. To most students here art is something to be studied rather than felt.
130. The expression of strong personal belief or conviction is pretty rare around here.
131. Concerts and art exhibits always draw big crowds of students.
132. There are a good many colorful and controversial figures on the faculty.
133. The school offers many opportunities for students to understand and criticize important works

in art, music, and drama.

134. There is considerable interest in the analysis of value systems, and the relativity of societies and
ethics.

135. Students are encouraged to take an active part in social r?forms or political programs.
136. Students occasionally plot some sort of escapade or rebellion.
137. Students pay little attention to rules and regulations.

138. Instructors clearly explain the goals and purposes of their courses.
139. Bermuda shorts, pin-up pictures, etc., are common on this campus.

141 Spontaneous student rallies and demonstrations occur frequently.
141. There always seem to be a lot of little quarrels going on.

142. Most student rooms are pretty messy,

143. Few students bother with rubbers, hats, or other special pro tection against the weather.
144. It is easy to take clear notes in most courses.

145. Students frequently do things on the spur of the moment.
146. Rough games and contact sports are an important part of intramural athletics.
147. Students are expected to report any violation of rules and regulations.

146. Dormitory raids, water fights and other student pranks would be unthinkable here.
149. Many 'students seem to expect other people to adapt to them rather than trying to adapt them-

selves to others.

150. Students as permission before deviating from common policies or practices.


